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R E P R O D U C I B L E

Figure 3.5: Grade 3 Mathematics Lesson

Grade 3 Mathematics Lesson: Place Value
Co-teachers provide place-value instruction with multidigit calculations to solve 
mathematical word problems.

UDL Applications
 § Representation

 � One co-teacher projects a mathematics word problem on the document camera, 
which the students chorally read. The other co-teacher is in closer proximity as the 
students listen to the instruction. Students employ cooperative learning as they turn 
to talk to one another.

 § Action and Expression
 � Students use manipulatives—base ten blocks, abacuses, and online tools (virtual 

manipulatives, for example, from the National Library of Virtual Manipulatives 
[http://nlvm.usu.edu/en/nav/vlibrary.html])—to solve problems and record their 
answers on graph paper and whiteboards.

 § Engagement
 � Peers assist one another to solve additional word problems after whole-class 

instruction. Students have access to additional tools on a strategy table (such as 
hundred charts and calculators).

UbD Applications
The learning objectives are shared at the lesson’s onset and revisited at closure.

RTI Applications
Tier 1: The co-teachers divide the whole class into parallel groups, each teacher  
teaching a different way to solve the same problem (for example, guess-and-check and  
work backward).

Tier 2: Students receive additional progress monitoring and small-group instruction three 
times each week to ensure automaticity.

Tier 3: Students who show evidence of poor recall of the facts and poor problem-solving 
application receive intervention four times each week for fifty-minute periods.

Rigor
The entire class takes part in ten-minute daily mathematics drills.

Monitoring
During the lead-assist co-teaching model, either the teacher or the special educator 
circulates to offer increased proximity and immediate feedback on learner progress and 
errors. The students complete weekly diagnostic mathematics word problems using pictures, 
numbers, and words to demonstrate knowledge such as counting by tens and hundreds, 
finding patterns, and doing computational reviews.

Individuality
The co-teachers clarify vocabulary and symbols. In order to better process information, 
some learners sit closer to the board to copy the problem. Both teachers offer praise, 
reinforcement, and redirection and communicate activities to families for home practice.
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